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Dissipative delay endomorphisms 
and asymptotic equivalence 

Christian Potzsche1 

Abstract. 

Using an invariant manifold theorem we demonstrate that the 
dynamics of nonautonomous dissipative delayed difference equations 
(with delay M) is asymptotically equivalent to the long-term behavior 
of an N-dimensional first order difference equation (with N :::; M) -
assumed the nonlinearity is small Lipschitzian on the absorbing set. As 
consequence we obtain a result of Kirchgraber that multi-step meth
ods for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations are 
essentially one-step methods, and generalize it to varying step-sizes. 

§1. Motivation and introduction 

Scalar real delay (or higher order) difference equations appear in a 
variety of applications, ranging from biosciences (Mackey-Glass, Wazewska
Czyzewska and Lasota equation, etc.) to numerical analysis (multi-step 
methods for the numerical solution of ordinary, or discretizations of de
lay differential equations). Provided their delay is M (or equivalently, 
their order is M + 1), they can be formulated as first order equations 
in ~M+l and become accessible to the theory of discrete dynamical sys
tems. It is well-known that the possible complexity of their long-time 
behavior depends on the dimension of the state space, i.e., the size of 
M. Ideally, one wants to keep M as small as possible, but frequently 
the delay is dictated from the given model. 

In this article the geometry of delay difference equations is studied 
using invariant manifold theory. The problems under consideration are 
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assumed to be dissipative with contractive linear part and a locally Lips
chitzian nonlinearity. Provided the Lipschitz constants on the absorbing 
set are small, we can associate an asymptotically equivalent lower dimen
sional equation to the original problem. Hence, we are able to reduce 
the dimension of the state space for a delay difference equation without 
loosing information on its long-time behavior. 

Such a global reduction principle is well-known in the area of dis
sipative evolutionary partial differential equations. Here the existence 
of a so-called inertial manifold ensures that the corresponding infinite
dimensional semiflow asymptotically behaves as the solutions of a finite
dimensional ordinary differential equation (the inertial form; cf., e.g., 
[SY02, pp. 569ff, Chapter 8]). In order to study the persistence of iner

tial manifolds under (numerical) discretizations one needs flexible invari
ant manifold theorems for mappings. Such results have been derived for 
instance in [P6t07a, P6t07b] and can be simplified to Theorem C.l of this 
paper, allowing an application to delay difference equations. Attractive 
invariant manifold theorems for mappings already date back to [Har64] 
and were also considered by [KS78] with generalizations in [NS92]. Dif
fering from center-unstable manifolds they provide a reduction principle 
on the whole absorbing set and not only in a small neighborhood. 

Our basic contribution is to discuss nonautonomous difference equa
tions instead of discrete dynamical systems (mappings). Dissipativity is 
understood in the sense of pullback convergence ( cf., e.g., [KloOO]) and 
invariant manifolds generalize to invariant fiber bundles. 

After some necessary terminology is presented in Section 2, we pro
vide a simple criterion for dissipativity in Section 3 and demonstrate 
its applicability to nonautonomous versions of various well-studied de
lay difference equations. The following Section 4 equips us with suffi
cient conditions that delay difference equations (with delay M) feature 
asymptotically the same dynamical behavior as first order difference 
equations in IRN with N :=;: M. As an application we show in the final 
Section 5 that strongly stable multi-step methods for the numerical in
tegration of ordinary differential equations are conjugated to one-step 
methods. In the autonomous constant step-size setting this is a re
sult due to [Kir86] with generalizations to general linear methods by 
[Sto93]. Our approach is intended to demonstrate how such results can 
be lifted to schemes with varying step-sizes and nonautonomous ordinary 
differential equations. Due to the lack of space, our analysis is some
how crude neglecting convergence issues; for that we refer the interested 
reader to the nice and comprehensive discussion in [Sto93]. Finally, for 
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the reader's convenience, the Appendix contains some notions impor
tant for our nonautonomous perspective, namely nonautonomous sets, 
exponential dichotomies and invariant fiber bundles. 

Concerning terminology, .z;t := [K, 00) n .z for integers A; E Z. 
We index real N-tupels x E JRN according to x = (x-N+l, ... , x 0 ) 

and to provide largely explicit assumptions we use the norm llxll := 
max~=-N+llx1 1 throughout. For the open ball in JRN centered in 0 with 
radius r > 0 we simply write Br. Given a matrix A E JRNxM we denote 
its transpose by AT A E JRMxN, the ith row, jth column element by 
Ai,j E JR, and obtain the induced norm 

0 

II All = i=~~~l L IAi,j I· 
j=-M+l 

Moreover, im A denotes the range (image) and ker A the kernel ( nullspace) 
of A. The identity matrix on JRN is IN and ON the zero matrix. 

§2. Delay difference equations versus delay endomorphisms 

This paper deals with scalar nonautonomous M + 1-th order differ
ence equations 

(2.1) I x(k + 1) = f(k, x(k- M), ... , x(k- 1), x(k)), I 

where M E zt is interpreted as delay, f : .z X IM+l ----+ I is the right 
hand side and I <:;; lR an interval. Given an initial time K E Z, a solution 
of the delay difference equation is a sequence ¢ : .Z~-M ----+ I satisfying 
the identity (2.1) and initial value problems are well-posed, if beyond 
cp(K) E I also supplementary values cjJ(K- M), · · · , cp(K - 1) E I are 
known. The unique solution <p(·; K, ~-M, ... , ~0 ) : .Z~-M ----+ I starting 
at time K E .Z with initial values x(K + j) = ~j for-M:::; j :::; 0 is the 
general solution of (2.1). It satisfies the cocycle property 

<p(k; l, <p(l- M; K, ~), ... , <p(l; K, ~)) = <p(k; K, ~) 

for all k ;:::: l - M, l ;:::: K - M, 

where we have abbreviated~= (~-M, ... , ~o) E IM+l. 
From the above it is clear that the natural state space for (2.1) is 

M + 1-dimensional. In order to make this more precise, we introduce 
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the mapping j: Z x JM+l ......., JM+l, 

}(k, X-M, ... , xo) := 

denoted as delay endomorphism associated with (2.1). Having this no
tion at hand, the delay difference equation (2.1) is equivalent to the first 
order difference equation 

(2.2) I x(k + 1) = }(k, x(k)) I 
in the higher dimensional set JM+l ~ JRM+l in the following sense: The 
solutions¢: Z~-M---+ I of (2.1) and¢: z;t---+ JM+l of (2.2) are related 
by the identities 

(2.3) ¢j(k) = (/J0 (k + j) for all - M.::; j < 0, ¢o(k) = ¢o(k) 

and the general solution rp of (2.2) can be interpreted as discrete (2-
parameter) semiflow of the delay difference equation (2.1). 

In case the mapping f is linear, we can write (2.1) as 

(2.4) 
0 

x(k + 1) = L Rj(k)x(k + j) 
j=-M 

with sequences R_ M, ... , £0 : Z ---+ JR, and borrowing terminology from 
[HNW93, pp. 402ff] we denote the delay endomorphism associated with 
the linear equation (2.4) as companion matrix 
(2.5) 

0 1 
0 1 

L(k) := for all k E Z. 

0 1 
LM(k) LM+l (k) L1 (k) Ro(k) 

The equivalence between (2.1) and (2.2) enables us to apply many re
sults from the theory of nonautonomous dynamical systems to delay 
difference equations (see Appendix A for some terminology needed in 
the following). Here, due to the special algebraic structure of the delay 
endomorphism}, certain assumptions can be simplified. 
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For the purpose of studying the dynamical behavior of (2.1) were
strict to a class of delay difference equations, whose solutions eventually 
enter a bounded set. 

Definition 2.1. A delay difference equation (2.1) is said to be pull
back dissipative, if I has a bounded subset A ~ I such that for all 
bounded B ~I there exists aN= N(B) E zt such that 

rp(k; k- n, ~) E A for all k E Z, n 2: N, ~ E BM+l. 

One denotes A as absorbing set of (2.1). 

Remark 2.2. (1) The existence of an absorbing set A~ I has far reach
ing consequences. For a continuous right hand side f : Z x IM+l ---+ I 
one can prove the existence of a global pullback attractor A for (2.1) 
( cf. [KloOO, Theorem 3.6]). This is a uniquely determined nonautonomous 
set A ~ Z x AM +1 with the following properties: 

(a) A(k) is compact, 
(b) A(k) = <P(k; ~.A(~)) for all~ S k (invariance), and 
(c) limn--too dist(<,?(~, ~-n, ~), A(~-n)) = 0 for all~ E Z, ~ E IM+l 

( attractivity). 

Dynamically the pullback attractor A consists of all pairs(~, ~-M, ... , ~0 ) 
E A such that there exists a bounded solution ¢ : Z ---+ I of (2.1) with 
¢(~- M) = ~-M, ... , ¢(~) ='= ~O· lnparticular, A contains stationary, 
periodic, homoclinic and heteroclinic solutions of (2.1). 

(2) For bounded intervals I the delay difference equation (2.1) is 
trivially pullback dissipative with absorbing set I. · 

§3. Dissipative delay difference equations 

For the specific scalar delay difference equation 

(3.1) I x(k + 1) = .Xx(k) + g(k, x(k- M), ... , x(k- 1), x(k)), I 
we can deduce dissipativity criteria under the assumption .X E (0, 1) and 
g : Z x IM+l ---+ I. They are based on a simple lemma guaranteeing 
forward boundedness of solutions. 

Lemma 3.1. For each~ E Z the following holds: 

(a) If there exists a K+;:::: 0 such that g(k, X-M, ... , xo) s K+ for 
all k E z;t and X-M, . .. , Xo E I, then the general solution r.p of 
(3.1) satisfies 

rp(k; ~.~-M, ... ,~o) S _xk-t<~o+1K__+.X for all k E Z~, ~-M, ... , ~o E I. 
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(b) If -I ~ I and there exists a K- ~ 0 such that - K- ~ 

g(k, X-M, . .. , Xo) for all k E z;t and X-M, ... , Xo E I, then 
the general solution c.p of (3.1) satisfies 

-.Ak-~<~o- 1K_-.A ~ c.p(k;K,,~-M,···,~o) 

for all k E Z~, ~o, ... ,~-ME I. 

Proof. Let K, E Z and abbreviate the tupel ~ = (~-M, ... , ~o) E 
IM+1. 

(a) Define '!f;(k) := .A"'-kc.p(k, K,, ~). Then one has 

'lj;(j + 1)- '!f;(j) = ),1<-j- 1 (c.p(j + 1; K,, ~)- .Ac.p(j; K,, ~)) 

(~) .A"'-j-1g(j, c.p(j; K,,~), ... 'c.p(j- M; K,,~)) 
< K+.A~<-j-1 

for all j E z;t and summation yields 

k-1 

'!f;(k)- '1/J(K,) = 2:: (1/J(j + 1)- '!f;(j)) 
j=l< 

for all k E z;t. The definition of '1/J implies our claimed estimate. 
(b) If c.p(·; K,, ~) is the general solution of (3.1), then -c.p(·; K,, -~) is 

the general solution of the transformed delay difference equation 

x(k + 1) = .Ax(k)- g(k, -x(k), -x(k- 1), ... , -x(k- M)). 

Utilizing this observation we obtain from (a) that -c.p(k; K,, -~) ~ -.Ak-~< 

~0 + [~ for all k E z;t and this establishes the estimate in (b). Q.E.D. 

Proposition 3.2 (pullback dissipativity). (a) If I~ [0, oo) 
and if there exists a K+ ~ 0 such that 0 ~ g(k, X-M, ... , xo) ~ 
K+ for all k E Z and X-M, ... , xo E I, then (3.1) is pullback 

dissipative with an absorbing set A= [0, R+], where R+ > t-:. 
(b) If -I ~ I and if there exist K± ~ 0 such that - K- ~ 

g(k,x-M, ... ,xo) ~ K+ for all k E Z and X-M, ... ,xo E I, 
then (3.1) is pullback dissipative with an absorbing set A 

[R-,R+], where R+ > t-: and R- < ]_~;. 
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Remark 3.3. (1) In both cases the delay difference equation (3.1) 
possesses a global pullback attractor, provided g : Z x IM+ 1 --+ I is 
continuous (cf. Remark 2.2). 

(2) A further dissipativity criterion for (3.1) can be obtained by an 
application of [CM04, Theorem 5.2] to the associated delay endomor
phism. In addition, this enables us to weaken the boundedness assump
tion on g. 

Proof. Let B ~I be bounded, i.e., B ~ [L,b+] with reals b_ < 
0 < b+, and choose the initial state ~ = ( ~-M, ... , ~0) E BM +1. 

(a) The above Lemma 3.1(a) implies 

K+ K+ 
0 :::; cp(k; k- n, ~) :::; An~o + 1- A :::; Anb+ + 1- A 

and due to A E (0, 1) there exists aN = N(B) E zt such that Anb+ E 

[o, R+- t.: J for n ? N, thus cp(k; k- n, B) ~ [0, R+] for all k E Z, 

n?N. 
(b) This can be shown analogously to (a) using Lemma 3.1(a) and 

(b). Q.E.D. 

Now we present some dissipative delay difference equations. The 
Mackey-Glass equation models dynamics of haematopoiesis, i.e., white 
blood cell production in the human body (cf. [MG77]). 

Example 3.4 (Mackey-Glass equation). Let I= [0, oo) and (!3khEz 
be a bounded sequence in I. The discrete nonautonomous Mackey-Glass 
equation is given by 

f3k 
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + 1 + x(k- M)P' 

where g : Z x I --+ JR., g(k, y) := 1$~p and the parameter p > 0. From 
Proposition 3.2(a) we obtain that [0, R] is an absorbing set for R > 
1 ~_x supkEZ f3k· A further delay difference equation suggested by Mackey 
and Glass reads as 

f3kx(k- M) 
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + 1 + x(k- M)v' 

where g : Z x I --+ JR., g(k, y) := !;:p and parameters p > 1. Since 

the function y f--t -d!:yv has the maximal value ~(p - 1)1- 1/P for y = 

(p- 1)-1/P we derive from Proposition 3.2(a) that the interval [0, R] is 
an absorbing set for R > p(1:_.x) (p- 1) 1- 1/P supkEZ f3k· 
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Another important model fitting into our approach is the discrete 
Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota equation describing the erythropoietic 
(red blood-cell) system ( cf. [LWC76]), i.e., the survival of red blood-cells 
in an animal. 

Example 3.5 (Wazewska-Lasota equation). Let I = [0, oo) and 
(f3k)kEZ, ('Yk)kEZ be two sequences in I, where (f3k)kEZ is assumed to be 
bounded. We investigate the equation 

where g : Z xI---+ JR., g(k, y) := f3ke-'YkY. From Proposition 3.2(a) we 
deduce that [0, R] is an absorbing set, if one has R > 1 ~>. supkEZ f3k· 

Our final example will be a delay difference equation defined on the 
reals. It is a discrete model for the behavior of a single, self-excitatory 
neuron with graded delayed response (cf. [Her94]). 

Example 3.6. Let I = JR. and (f3k)kEZ, ('Yk)kEZ be real sequences 
with bounded (f3k)kEZ· Consider the discrete delay difference equation 

x(k + 1) = -\x(k) + f3k tanh('Ykx(k- M)), 

where g: Z x JR. -+JR., g(k, y) := f3k tanh('Yky). Using Proposition 3.2(b) 
we see that the compact interval [-R, R] is an absorbing set, if R > 
1 ~>. supkEZ lf3kl· . 

Remark 3. 7. For the autonomous version of the delay difference equa
tions introduced in Example 3.4-3.6 one can use a criterion of [Iva94, 
Invariance property] to show that the respective minimal absorbing in
tervals are invariant. 

§4. Asymptotic equivalence for delay difference equations 

In this section we consider delay difference equations 

0 

(4.1) x(k + 1) = :L f!j(k)x(k + j) + g(k,x(k- M), ... ,x(k)) 
j=-M 

with LM, ... ,l!o : Z ---+ JR. and a function g : Z x JR.M+l ---+ JR.. The 
linear part (2.4) is said to have an exponential dichotomy, if the asso
ciated companion matrix L (see (2.5)) satisfies the conditions given in 
Definition B.l. In particular for an autonomous linear part (2.4), an 
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exponential dichotomy is determined by the roots of the characteristic 
polynomial 

0 

zM+l - L fjzM+i = 0 
j=-M 

(cf. Appendix B), which are the eigenvalues of the constant companion 
matrix L. 

Now we are in a position to state our main result. Its assump
tions guarantee the existence of an exponentially attractive positively 
invariant submanifold of the state space for (4.1), which dominates the 
dynamical behavior. At first glance Theorem 4.1 seems technical, but 
an interpretation will be given below before we prove it. 

Theorem 4.1 (asymptotic equivalence). Assume the following holds 
for (4.1): 

(i) The linear delay difference equation (2.4) admits an exponential 
dichotomy with growth rates 0 <A<>.:::; 1, constants K± 2: 1 
and projectors P± with N± = dimimP±(k). 

(ii) One has supkEZ lg(k, 0, ... , 0) I < oo and with functions l± : 
[0, oo) -+ [0, oo) the following local Lipschitz conditions hold 
for all k E Z, r 2: 0: 

(4.2) 

jr;;~ IP±(k + 1}j,ollg(k, x)- g(k, x)l :::; l±(r) llx- xll for all x, X E Br. 

(iii) The nonlinear delay equation (4.1) is pullback absorbing with 
absorbing set A <;;; JR. 

Choose p > 0 so large that A_M+l <;;; Bp and suppose the following spec
tral gap condition: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

>.-A 
K-l-(p)+K+l+(p) +max {K-l-(p), K+l+(p)} < -· -4-, 

4K-l-(p) < >.. 

Then there exists a Lyapunov transformation T: Z-+ JR(M+l)x(M+l), a 
nonempty open nonautonomous set 0 <;;; P _ and a continuous function 
w: 0 -+JRM+l withw(k,x) E P+(k), Lip2 w < 1 such that the following 
holds: 

(a) For every solution ¢ : Z!-M -+ I of the delay difference equa
tion ( 4.1) there exists a constant C 2: 0 and a further solution 
¢* : Z!·-M-+ I of (4.1) satisfying 

(4.5) 11</J(k)- ¢*(k)ll:::; C"fk-~ for all k E Z1;., 
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where 'Y E (A, 1), li :::; K* and (¢*(K* - M), ... , ¢*(K*))T = 

rJ + w(K, ry) with rJ E O(K*). 
(b) The solution ¢* allows the representation 

(
¢*(k- M)) 

; = T(k)-1'¢(k; !i*, T(!i*)ry)+w(k, T(k)- 1'¢(k; li*, T(!i*)ry)) 

¢*(k)) 

(4.6) 

for all k ~ li*, where '¢ is the general solution of the reduced 
equation 

Y-M(k + 1) 

Y-N_(k + 1) 
Y1-N_ (k + 1) 

Yo(k + 1) 

0 

0 
= T(k + 1)L(k) Y1-N_ (k) + G(k, Y1-N_ (k), ... , Yo(k)) 

Yo(k) 

and using S(k) := T(k)-1 we have defined the nonlinearity 

G(k, Y1-N_,. ·.,Yo) 

0 0 0 

k, S(k) 
0 

k, S(k) 
0 0 

:=g +w 
S_(k + 1)1-N_,O Y1-N_ Y1-N_ 

Yo Yo s_(k + 1)o,o 

In order to provide an interpretation of Theorem 4.1 we remark 
that the canonical state space for the reduced equation ( 4. 7) is ~N- , 

since its solutions are uniquely determined by N _ initial values. The 
relation (4.5) guarantees that every solution¢ of (4.1) is asymptotically 
equivalent to another solution¢* of (4.1), which is uniquely driven by 
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the first order difference equation ( 4. 7). Consequently, the long-term 
behavior of the delay difference equation (4.1) with state space JRM+l is 
ultimately determined by the N_-dimensional problem (4.7). 

Remark 4.2. While it is a problem of linear algebra to construct the 
Lyapunov transformation T : Z ___. JR(M+l)x(M+l) from the dichotomy 
data for L (see [Pot98, p. 166, Lemma A.6.1]), it is practically impossible 
to derive an explicit expression for the mapping w, which satisfies the 
invariance equation (cf. (C.5)) forK, E Z, 'T} = ('TJ-M, ... , 'TJo) E P_(K,) 
given by 

0 

w( K, + 1,'fJ-M+l, ... ,'T}o, }J;M fj(K,)'T}j + g(K,,'T} + w(K,, 'TJ))) i 

= w(K,, 'TJ)i+l for all - M::::; i < 0, 
0 

w ( K, + 1,'TJ-M+b ... , 'TJo, i];M /i(K,)'TJj + g(K,, 'TJ + w(K,, 'TJ))) 
0 

0 0 

= L fj(K,)W(K,, 'TJ)j + g(K,, 'T} + w(K,, ry)) L P+(K, + 1)j,O· 
j=-M j=-M 

Nonetheless, under differentiability assumptions on the nonlinearity g 
one can use this functional equation to compute Taylor approximations 
tow. It is worth to point out that is a dynamical and not an algebraic 
problem (see [PR05b, PR05b]). Such approximations seem of little use 
in the present more global setting. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 is a primarily 
theoretical result. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We successively establish both assertions. 
(a) Our main technical tool in the proof will be Theorem C.l. 

Thereto, in this first step we are going to show that the delay endomor
phism associated with (4.1) satisfies its assumptions. We consider the 
first order difference equation (C.1), where L(k) is the companion matrix 
of (2.4) and nonlinearity F(k, x) := (0, ... , 0, g(k, X-M, ... , x0))T. 

• ad (H)l: This is just the present assumption (i). Note that we 
have>.::::; 1. 

• ad (H)2: Obviously, (C.2) is satisfied and, thanks to the partic
ular algebraic structure of the mapping F, the local Lipschitz 
estimate (C.3) reduces to (4.2). 

• ad (H)a: From (iii) it is easy to see that the nonautonomous 
set Z x AM+l is uniformly pullback absorbing w.r.t. (C.1). 
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Consequently, Theorem C.1 guarantees the existence of an attractive 
nonautonomous set W <;;; !l x ~M+1 being graph of a function w with 
properties stated in Theorem C.1(a). Let¢: !l~-M---> I be a solution of 

( 4.1) and (/J be the associated solution of ( C.1) by virtue of the identities 
(2.3). Referring to Theorem C.1(b) there exist li* E Z~, ry* E P _ (!i*) 
such that (C.6) holds with C = ry* +w(!i*, ry*). Then the last component 
¢* := if(·; li*, C )o is a solution of ( 4.1) and the asymptotic equivalence 
(4.5) holds true. Thus, we have shown assertion (a). 

(b) Reflecting our above construction, the solution ¢* allows the 
representation ( cf. (2.3)) 

(¢*(k-M), ... ,¢*(k)f = rp(k;li*,ry*)+w(k,rp(k;ii*,ry*)) for all k ~ li*, 

where rp is the general solution of the reduced equation (C.7) in the 
pseudo-unstable bundle P _. Referring to, for instance [Pot98, p. 33, 
Satz 1.5.7], we know from the exponential dichotomy assumption (i) 
that the companion matrix (2.5) is kinematically similar to a block
diagonal matrix. In particular, there exists a bounded sequence T : 
z ---> ~(M+1)x(M+l) of invertible matrices, such that also the sequence 
of inverses T(-)-1 ; fl---> ~(M+1)x(M+ 1 ) is bounded, and one has 

T(k)P-(k)T(k)- 1 = (0N+ IN_) on Z. 

Thus, the transformation y = T(k)x brings (C.7) into the form (4.7) 
and the general solution 'ljJ of this N _-dimensional equation satisfies 
'ljJ(k; li*, T(!i)ry*) = T(k)rp(k; li*, ry*) for all k ~ !i*. Q.E.D. 

As further illustration of Theorem 4.1 we discuss a class of examples 
sufficiently large to include the Examples 3.4-3.6. On the other hand, it 
is simple enough to illuminate our lengthy, but quantitative assumptions, 
in particular on the exponential dichotomy. 

Example 4.3. Let A E (0, 1) and g0 : !l x ~ ---> ~ be a function 
such that the following holds: 

• go is bounded, i.e., lgo(k, x)l ~ K for all k E Z, x E ~, 
• the partial derivative D2g0 exists and with some R > 1 ~.>- one 

has 
l :=sup sup ID2go(k, x)l < oo. 

kEZ !xi :'OR 

These assumptions and Proposition 3.2(b) guarantee that the single de
lay difference equation 

(4.7) x(k + 1) = .\x(k) + go(k, x(k- M)) 
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is pullback dissipative with absorbing set [-R, R]. The associated con
stant companion matrix1 

1 J E JR(M+l)x(M+l) 

has the spectrum a(L) = {0, >.},which implies that L possesses a (A,>.)
decomposition for any real A E (0, >.). Moreover, L admits an exponen
tial dichotomy with growth rates A,>., constants K± = 2(1 + >. -M)A -M 
and constant projectors 

1 0 ->.-M 0 0 >,-M 

1 0 ->,-M+1 0 0 >,-M+l 

P+= ' 
P_= 

1 ->.-1 0 >.-1 

0 1 

with dim imP_ = 1. Having this information available, it is not difficult 
to verify that our spectral gap conditions (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to 

respectively. Provided these conditions hold, Theorem 4.1 ensures that 
the dynamical behavior of the delay difference equation ( 4. 7) is asymp
totically equivalent to a scalar first order difference equation (note dim 
imP_ = 1). However, this example clearly demonstrates that the as
sumptions ( 4.3 )-( 4.4) are rather restrictive and indicates that large de
lays require very weak nonlinearities, i.e., small local Lipschitz constants 
for go. 

§5. Strongly stable multi-step methods 

Our second application of Theorem C.1 comes from the numerical in
tegration of ordinary differential equations (see, for instance, [HNW93]). 
Thanks to a theoretically interesting result of Kirchgraber ( cf. [Kir86], 

1 Note that this particular splitting of ( 4. 7) into linear part and nonlinearity 
is quite arbitrary and not required from Theorem 4.1. Another choice would 
be writing (4.7) as x(k + 1) = .A0 x(k) + g(k, x(k- M), x(k)) with nonlinearity 
g(k, x_M, xo) = (.A- .Ao)xo + go(k, x_M ), where .Ao E (0, 1). Then we obtain a 
different gap condition. 
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see also [Sto93]) we know that strongly stable multi-step methods are 
asymptotically equivalent to one-step methods, hence essentially one
step methods. Here we will indicate how to generalize this to multi-step 
methods with varying step-sizes. 

To keep our presentation accessible and simple we restrict to scalar, 
yet nonautonomous ordinary differential equations 

(5.1) Jx=f(t,x),j 

equipped with an initial condition x( T) = ~ with T, ~ E R For further 
simplicity let us suppose f : ~ x ~ -+ ~ is continuous with 

Lip2 f < oo, sup lf(t, 0) I < oo; 
tE!El. 

then the general solution x(·; T, ~) : ~~~of (5.1) is well-defined (cf., 
e.g., [Har64]). 

In order to discretize the problem (5.1) we prescribe a discrete set 
of time steps {tk}kEZ satisfying to = T, tk < tk+l for all k E Z and 

define the ratios Wk := !:~~~~~. Note that for constant step-sizes one 
has the identity wk = 1 on Z. Following [HNW93, p. 396, Section III.5], 
a linear variable step-size multi-step method to solve (5.1) is a difference 
equation 

0 

x(k+1)=- L a.M+j(wk, ... ,Wk-M)x(k+j) 
j=-M 

0 

(5.2) + (tk+l- tk) L PM+j(wk, ... ,wk-M)f(tk+j,x(k + j)), 
j=-M 

which obviously fits in the framework of our delay difference equation 
(4.1) with 

R.j(k) =- a.M+j(Wk, ... ,Wk-M) for all - M:::; j:::; 0, k E Z, 
0 

g(k, X-M, ... , xo) = (tk+l - tk) L PM+j(wk, ... , Wk-M )f(tk+j, Xj ). 
j=-M 

Then the values tp(k;O,~-M,·,~- 1 ,~) obtained from (5.2) approximate 
the solution X(·; T, ~) of the ordinary differential equation (5.1) at times 
t = tk. 

For explicit examples of variable step-size multi-step methods we 
again refer to [HNW93, p. 396, Section III.5] and remark that the fol
lowing Hypothesis is typically satisfied. 
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Hypothesis 5.1. Suppose the multi-step method (5.2) satisfies: 

(o) There exists a H > 0 and a neighborhood 0 ~ (O,oo) of1 such 
that 

Wk E 0 for all k E Z, 

(i) ao, ... , aM : OM+l -+ IR are continuous and f3o, ... , f3M 
oM+l --t IR are bounded, 

(ii) the method (5.2) is of order p 2: 0, i.e., 

0 

1 + L aM+j(wk, ... ,wk-M) = 0 on Z, 
j=-M 

(iii) for wk = 1 the method (5.2) is strongly stable, i.e., all roots 
Z-M, ... , ZoE C of 

0 

zM+l + L aM+j(1, ... , 1)zM+i = 0 
j=-M 

lie inside the open unit disc B1 ~ C except the simple root 
zo = 1. 

Remark 5.2. Let Lo E JR(M+l)x(M+l) be the companion matrix of the 
constant step-size formula (where Wk = 1). By Hypothesis 5.1(iii) we 
can transform Lo into block diagonal form 

C:-2 

Z-1 

l E JRMxM 

with an invertible matrix T E JR(M+l)x(M+l), where \e:j\ < 1 -\zj\ for 
all - M ~ j < 0 and 

(5.3) !!Loll < 1. 

This is an easy consequence of the Jordan canonical form (yielding a 
transformation To and values e: j E { 0, 1}) and an appropriate multipli
cation of the columns of To (yielding that (5.3) holds). 

The following perturbation result ensures that the linear part of 
(5.2) admits an exponential dichotomy for weakly varying time steps. 
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Lemma 5.2. Assume Hypothesis 5.1 holds and choose A E (JJio JJ, 1). 
Then there exists a neighborhood Oo <;;;; n of 1 such that Wk E Oo for all 
k E Z implies that (2.4) admits an exponential dichotomy with growth 
rates A, 1, constants K± = IITIIJJr-1 JJ and constant projectors 

) r-1 
0 ' 

with dimimP_ = 1, where T E IR_(M+l)x(M+l) is the transformation 
matrix from Remark 5.2. 

Proof. Note that the last column ofT, the eigenvector of Lo corre
sponding to the eigenvalue 1, is given by e0 = (1, ... , l)T. In addition, 
by Hypothesis 5.1(ii) this vector e0 E IR_M+1 is also an eigenvector of 
each companion matrix L(k), k E Z. Therefore, T transforms every 
L(k) into block diagonal form 

r-1 L(k)T = (L(k) 1) for all k E Z, 

where the matrix sequence i: Z ~ IR_MxM satisfies 

Jji(k)JJ :::; JJioJI + JJi(k)- Loll :::; JJioJI + JJT- 1 [L(k)- Lo] rJJ 
0 

:::; JJioJJ + IITIIJJr- 1 jj L laj(wk, ... ,wk-M)- aj(1, ... , 1)1 
j=-M 

for all k E Z. 

Thus, by continuity of the functions aj : f2M+l ~ JR. (cf. Hypothe
sis 5.1(i)) and (5.3) we know that for each A E (JJi0 JJ, 1) there exists 

a neighborhood Oo <;;;; 0 of 1 such that JJi(k)JJ :::; A, provided wk E 0 0 

holds for all k E Z. Now it is straight forward to verify that the sequence 
L satisfies the dichotomy estimates (B.1). Q.E.D. 

For the initialization of a multi-step method (5.2), one needs a starting 
procedure S. This is a mapping S : Z x JR. ~ IR_M+l providing starting 
values f.-M, . .. , f.o E JR. for (5.2) according to 

i.e., for each incomplete initial condition x(ll;) =I; for (5.2) the starting 
procedure S delivers a full set of initial values f.- M, ... , 1;0 . Typically the 
value of a starting procedure will be the iterates of a one-step scheme to 
integrate (5.1). 
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Hypothesis 5.3. Suppose the starting procedure S : Z x ~ --+ ~M +1 

satisfies for all"" E Z that P_S(tr,, ·):~--+imP_ is a homeomorphism. 

Theorem 5.4. Assume that Hypotheses 5.1, 5.4 hold, choose A E 

(II Lo II, 1) and that the discrete time steps are small and weakly varying 
in the sense of 

(5.4) 

with constants K± :::: 1 and the neighborhood Oo <:;;; 0 of 1 from Lemma 
5.3. Then there exists a continuous function w : Z x imP_ --+imP+ 
with Lip2 w < 1 and graph 

as well as a scalar nonautonomous difference equation 

(5.5) I x(k + 1) = G(k, x(k)) I 
with continuous right hand side G : Z x ~ --+ ~ such that the following 
holds for all "" E Z: 

(a) The multi-step method (5.2) (with starting procedureS) and the 
scalar difference equation (5.5) are conjugated on W, i.e., their 
general solutions cp and 'ljJ, respectively, satisfy 

for all k E Z~ 

with a homeomorphism Sk : ~--+ W(k), 
(b) there is a'/ E (A, 1) such that for all ~-M, ... ,~o E ~ there 

exist a constant C :::: 0 and an initial value 77 E ~ with 

Proof. In this proof we can use the global version of Theorem C.1 
described in Remark C.2. Thereto, let L be the companion matrix 
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associated with the multi-step method (5.2), define the mapping F 
,Z X JRM+l --+ JRM+l by 

F(k,x) •~ (o, ... ,O,(tkH -t,) ;tM~M+;(w,, ... ,Wk-M)f(tk+;,x;)) r 

and <pis the general solution of (C.1). The assumptions of Theorem C.1 
(or Remark C.2.) hold: 

• ad (Hh: By Lemma 5.3 the companion matrix L admits an 
exponential dichotomy with A, 1 and dim imP_ = 1. 

• ad (H)2: An easy estimate shows that (5.4) implies (C.2), while 
the other assumptions are not necessary in the present global 
setting. 

Thus, there exists a function w with graph W as claimed above. Let 
"' E Z be given. 

(a) With the starting procedure S from Hypothesis 5.4 we define 
the mappingS~< : lR--+ W(K) by S~<(x) := P_S(K, x) + w(K, P_S(K, x)). 
Thanks to Hypothesis 5.4 and Lip2 w < 1 we know that S~< is a home
omorphism. Thus, let us define the right hand side G : Z x lR --+ lR of 
(5.5) as G(K,x) := s;;~l(L(K)S"'(x) +F(K,S"'(x))), which is obviously 
continuous. Mathematical induction yields Sko'I/J(k; K, ·) = (j;(k; K, ·)oS"' 
for k E z;t and using (2.3) we get assertion (a). 

(b) Let ~-M, ... ,~o E lR and set~ = (~-M, ... ,~0 ). Referring to 
Theorem C.1(b) there exists a unique initial value C E W(K) such that 

(due to our global assumptions we have K* = K). Then (b) follows with 
TJ := S~ 1 (C). Q.E.D. 

§Appendix A. Nonautonomous dynamics 

Let D ~ JRN be nonempty. We consider a first order nonautonomous 
difference equation 

(A.1) I x(k + 1) = f(k, x(k)) I 
with right hand side f : z X D --+ D. A sequence cp : z;t --+ D, "' E z, 
satisfying the identity cp(k + 1) = f(k, cp(k)) on z;t is called solution 
of (A.1). We define the general solution cp(·; K, ~), ~ E D, of (A.1) as 
unique solution satisfying the initial condition x(K) = ~· We remark 
that in general cp( k; K, ·) does not exist for k < "'· 
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A set A~ Z x Dis called nonautonomous set with k-fiber A(k) := 
{xED: (k,x) E A} fork E Z. Such a set A is said to be positively 
invariant w.r.t. (A.1), if f(k,A(k)) ~ A(k + 1) holds, and it is called 
invariant, if one has equality f(k, A(k)) = A(k+ 1) for"' :::;; k. Moreover, 
we denote (A.1) as difference equation in A, if A is positively invariant. 

§Appendix B. Discrete dichotomies 

We deal with matrix-valued sequences L : Z ---+ JR. N x N with evolution 
operator 

{ IN fork="' 
<I>(k, K.) := L(k- 1) · · · L(K.) fork>"' ; 

if the linear mapping L(k) : JR.N ---+ JR.N, k E Z, is invertible (possibly 
between appropriate subspaces oflR.N), then <I>(k, K.) := L(k)-1 · · · L(K.-
1)-1 for k < "'· 

Definition B.l (exponential dichotomy). Let 0 <A<>. and K± 2:: 
1 be given. Then a matrix sequence L : Z---+ JR.NxN is said to possess 
an exponential dichotomy, if there exist complementary projections P± : 
Z ---+lRNxN with P_(k + 1)L(k) = L(k)P_(k), the mappings 

L(k)limP-(k) : imP_(k)---+ imP_(k + 1) 

are invertible with associate evolution operator <i)(k, K.), and the di
chotomy estimates hold: 

(B.1) 
II<I>(k, l)P+(l)ll :::;; K+ Ak-l, jj<i)(l, k)P-(k)\\ :::;; K- >.1-k for alll:::;; k. 

Of particular importance are the two nonautonomous sets 

p_ := { (k, x) E lRN: X E imP_(k)}, 

P+ := {(k,x) E lRN: x E imP+(k)}, 

denoted as pseudo-unstable and pseudo-stable bundle, respectively. 

In general it is difficult to determine wether a given matrix sequence 
admits an exponential dichotomy. Nonetheless, for the special cases 
of constant and periodic matrices a dichotomy is fully determined by 
spectral properties. Thereto, we need certain preliminaries from linear 
algebra (cf. [HS74, pp. 109-133]). 

For given 0 < A < >. we say a matrix T E JRNxN possesses a 
(A, >.)-decomposition, if the disjoint sets a+ := {v E a(T) : lvl :::;; A}, 
a- := {v E a(T) : A:::;; I vi} are nonempty with a(T) = a+ U a-, i.e., 
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u(T) can be separated by an annulus with center 0 and radii A < >.. 
This at hand, we introduce the direct sums 

V/ := EB ker (T- viN )NEB EB ker ( T 2 - 21/?vT + lvl2 IN) N 
vea±, veu±, 
Sv=O Sv>O 

and integers n± := dim V/. Let { xf, .. . , xt} be a basis of V/. Us-
. · th . t"bl t . C ·- ( + + - - ) E rmNxN 1ng e 1nver 1 e rna nx .- x1 ;· .. ,xn+,x1 , ... ,xn_ JNo. we 
introduce the complementary projections 

) c-1 
0 ' n_ 

) c-1 
1 ' n_ 

fulfilling ker Q~ = V,f' and im Q~ = V/. 
Constant matrix sequences: Suppose L(k) is independent of 

k E Z, i.e., L(k) = L. An eigenvalue v of L E JRNxN is said to be 
semisimple, if its algebraic and geometric multiplicities coincide. If 
the matrix L possesses a (A, >.)-decomposition and eigenvalues of L 
with modulus A and >. are semisimple, then L possesses an exponen
tial dichotomy with growth rates A,>. and constant invariant projectors 
P± = Q~ (cf. [PR05a, Proposition 2.1]). 

Periodic matrix sequences: Suppose L(k) is w-periodic, i.e., 
L(k) = L(k + w) on Z. Note that the matrix Mw(k) := <I>(k + w, k), 
k E Z, has the same eigenvalues as the so-called monodromy matrix 
Mw(O). They are the Floquet multipliers of L. If the monodromy ma
trix Mw(O) possesses an (Aw, >.w)-decomposition and the Floquet mul
tipliers with modulus A w and >.w are semisimple, then L possesses an 
exponential dichotomy with growth rates A,>. and w-periodic invariant 
projectors P±(k) := Qtw(k) for all k E Z (cf. [PR05a, Proposition 2.2]). 

§Appendix C. Attractive fiber bundles 

Now we turn to nonlinear first order difference equations 

(C.1) I x(k + 1) = L(k)x(k) + F(k, x(k)), I 
where L: Z --t JRNxN and F: Z x JRN --t RN specifies the nonlinearity. 
For the general solution of ( C.1) we write cp. Then our invariant manifold 
theorem reads as follows: 

Theorem C.l (attractive fiber bundles). Assume the following 
holds for (C.1): 



(H)l 

(H)2 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 
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The sequence L : Z -t ~NxN has an exponential dichotomy 
with projectors P ±, growth rates 0 < A < A. and constants K±. 
One has the growth condition 

sup IIF(k, 0)11 A."'-k < oo for all"' E Z 
k<t<. 

and there exist functions l± : [0, oo) -t [0, oo) such that for all 
r > 0, k E Z we have 

IIP±(k + 1) [F(k, x)- F(k, x)]ll ~ l±(r) llx- xll for all x, X E Br. 

(Hh The difference equation (C.1) possesses a uniformly pullback 
absorbing set A ~ Z x ~N, i.e., A is bounded and for every 
nonempty bounded subset B ~ Z x ~N there exists N = N(B) E 
zt such that 

cj;(k; k- n, B(k- n)) ~ A(k) for all k E Z, n ?_ N. 

Choose p > 0 so large that A ~ Z x B P and suppose the following spectral 
gap condition: 

K-l-(p)+K+l+(p) + max{K-l-(p), K+l+(p)} < A·:t, 
(C.4) 4K-l-(p) <A.. 

Then there exists a nonautonomous set W ~ Z x ~N (denoted as at
tractive invariant fiber bundle}, which is positively invariant w.r.t. (C.1), 
and possesses the following properties: 

(a) W is graph of a function w : 0 -t ~N over a nonempty open 
nonautonomous set 0 ~ p_, i.e., W = {("',1J + w("',1J)) : 
("',1J) E 0}, the functions w(ib,·) : 0("') -t P+("') are well
defined and satisfy: 

(a1) They are globally Lipschitzian with Lip2 w < 1, 
(a2 ) one has the functional equation (invariance equation) 

(C.5) w("' + 1, 171) = L("')w("', 17) + P+("' + 1)F("', 1J + w("', 1])), 

for all ("', 17) E 0 such that 1]1 := L("')1J + F(,.., 1J + 
w(,.., 1])) E 0("' + 1), 

(b) W is asymptotically complete, i.e., for every pair ( ,.., ~) E Z x 
~N there exists a point(,..*, C) E W with"'~,..* such that 

(C.6) ll$(k; ,.., ~) - cj;(k; ,..*'C) II ~ C,l-K. for all k E z~.' 

and a 'Y E (A, A.), where the real C ?_ 0 depends boundedly on 
,.., ~· 
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(c) The nonautonomous difference equation 

(C.7) x(k + 1) = L(k)x(k) + P_(k + 1)F(k, x(k) + w(k, x(k))) 

in the pseudo-unstable bundle P _ is denoted as reduced equa
tion of ( C.1) and the general solution (jJ of ( 4. 7) is related to rjJ 
by 

rj;(k; K,, rJ + w(K,, ry)) = tj;(k; K,, rJ) + w(k, tj;(k; K,, ry)) for all 77 E 0(/'1,). 

Remark C.2. If the Lipschitz constants l± : [0, oo) --+ [0, oo) are 
bounded, it is possible to disclaim assumptions (H)3, (C.4) and to de
duce a stronger global version of Theorem C.1: Then the function w is 
defined on p_ and in Theorem C.1(b) the point (K,*, C) E W is uniquely 
determined with K,* = /'1, (cf. [Pot07a, Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.5]). 

Proof. The above theorem is a special case of [Pot07b, Theorem 4.1]. 
Q.E.D. 
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